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Overview of Project Alegi
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Thomas FitzgerIld

Associate, Reading Bureau
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State Education Department

Albany, New York

Project Reading Alert is a statewide inservice program with the ob-

jective of_institutirg or improving the diagnoitic-ptescriptivc approach

to reading instruction. In an effort to increase the impact of inservice

. programs, this project has been developed and6epOrilinated by. the Bureau of

,Reading Uttegtion of the New York State Education Department. Many previous

insetvicc prograMs utilized outside speakers for short-term lecture courses

which had little emphasis on demonstrations of classroom techniques. Project

Alert is structured to overcome negative response of tehers

to traditional incervice For this reason, the project has

several unique features:

J
1

I. Classroom teachers are used to facilitate and guide inservice.

programr.

2. The emphaHs is placed on the self-direction of teachers in

t tiling content of the inservice program.

The emphasis is placed on classroom demonstrationsof 'new

techniques.

4. Finally, 50 school districts are cooperating and sharing ins;:rviep

a

1
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materials and objectives.

Projecy Alert has been structured in three phases, each training a

group of teachers- vl.ot In turn, have initiated an inservice program for
)

other teachers. Through this "ripple" effect, it is expected that approxi-

match 5,000 teAcIteru will be exposed to .the reading inservico. program.

'the first phase of Project Alert, funded through ES1A, Title I funds,
2

brought -,together the 50 directors of the summer programs for a 2-week work-

shop in March 1972. The participants focused on three main activities:

a
I. Exploring, critiquing, mid utilizing the "Reading Resource Kit",

2. Refining inservice models for eachof the 50 projects, and

3. Investigating additinnal diagnostic- prescriptive techniques.by:

reviewing new commercial material. and visiting school programs.-

The 50 reading specialists returned to their communities to direct

the second phase of the project, a summer instructional program for children

in Title I, ESEA programs and inservice training for 670 Titlol ESEA

teachers in the &iser progr4m. This second phase- was also funded through

Title I, ESEA. Ac the director facilitated, guidr4, and evaluated, the

teachers designed their inservice program tp meet their own needs in the

classroom: diagnoi041preseription, evaluatf.on,,and manage;wnt. The spirit

of expetimentation was encouraged through classroom demonstrations, shared

instructional responsibilities, and self-evaluation. The-Reading Resource
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.-;; tit and commerctal material provided Lite focal point for teachers'

discussions and team projects. An important objective of thd summer *phase

was to prepare the teachers to qrganize and facilitate inservice programs

this past academic-year (197243) in their individual schools. The .0

teaclwrs trfitwd during the Summer returned to their buildings as teachers-.
.

.

leaderswith the responsality of organizing an inservice program for their
1

. .

fellow teachers.

Throughout this program, commprcial and locally dev loved materials

were used to as teachers. The Bureau *a.: Readdng Edu ation prepared a

4

Reading Resource. Kit to give added structt., tnd direction for the 50

projects. This pultimedia kit presently ha; .ix packages which permits the

teacher to select areas of interest and and to work through the readings,'

tasks, and evaluations. This nay be done.intlependently or in a group,

depending on the desired organization of inservice in that building. V

The Readily, Resource Kit-provided structural guidelines for developing

a' reading prograu.: based on fnclividultl needs of students as advocated by the

Regents position paper on reading. Inservice leaders used the kit a a

springboard for evaluating and improving the skills and techniques the

teachers. OthiA- inservice materials will he uscd to expand the program as

the needs of the tEhachers indicate. The kit is nut. designed as a complete

teaching resource no:4as a colapiete readfng program for a school system.
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The kit.' s central focus is 610 develophient of .a diagnostic-prescriptiv/

approach to closf.tok4:2 reed! ng instruction. Each of the packcfet in the

kit analyzes one kills topic readiitg. The following is an outline-
.

of the content of thepackages:

I. Tir Recognition of Readiness

0

If. The litformal Reading inventory

1. How to Construct. '

2. How to Administerswith a Demonstration of ,Procedures

3. Recording Scores

111. DiagnOsia of Word Recognition Ability

4. Techniques for Testing
4 2. Interpretation of Tests

3. Available Materials

IV. Assessvint of Listening Skills

V. .Classrooi4 I14nager.lttL.

-I fl

1. Data'Colleetion: Organization and se

2. Facilities
3. Instruction

VI. Fry Readability Index

VII. Improvini; Covprehension Throt
(avairalile 1974)

VIII. Readinr in the Contcpt Areas'
(available 197!

uostioning Techniqus

1X. Prescription/fn Word Recognition Skills
tavailAttle 1974)

Ms

With e britl Trview of the emponcntg and dctivitio5 or Project,

' ALERT', one of the six available packages is prusvotvd following the

Administrfpir's HIndbook w1)4:1) descri!,cs intunch uses of the

packael ,

f
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Administrator's Handbook
4

fur

Inservice Reading Resource Kit

I

Gra t tuck evpressed ito those wri tars who.htlped prepare individual

packages and provided inspiration and creativity is they wrote the ilarra-

;

tives, planned the sequences; and,ariange4 tile tasks for the Inservice

Reading ResIlurce Kit. Appreciation goes to:.

MESE LAZARUS -Supervisor of Special Education, BOLES -Nassau
. County, for thePeadign Readiness Package

DOROTHY OHNMACHT -Assistant Professor of Education at Russell

JANE COWS

Sage College, for. the Informal Reading Inventory

1

-Former flireetor of Reading In Holli.nd. Patent

Schools or Diagitosis.of Worci Recognition Ability

-Assistant Dir.- (.1r., Two-Year College Student
,Lear, for Assessment of Listening

Compreh

glEAMtAN -District Supervisor of Reading, District #3
Huntington, Long Island, and THOMAS FITZGRALD,
Associate in Reading Education, for Classroom
Management

EDWARD FRY -Director of Rcr.ding Center, Rutgers University,
for Rtiadability Index

t.

the nar)atiyes for the cassettes were read by:

SARA PlYi -ReLding Spccialist, former teacher at Albany
High School

p.

PHILIP ::ORRISON -AsLociaLc in 1,:!ucation. 4ormnunications

Thewriting-editing staff corit-%Isted of nra Pitt, Agnes Hollcran,

forwet English Dipartwent Chairoan tit Cohoes High School, and Ellen

Murphy, Englif:h tiarAur. IL y contributed to th, clarity, concisncsr,

ond eccuracy of nritrativv,
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Apgrf.ciation

'went unite: 111166 ..1

c

exceedinz ti,i $r roles $r pl.:"

to Helen IlArion ocxi

and to Willful Nel(wr r c%

cooperaticli in hmking pr

This lesource it pr:

PATCH, AsLcjate Burt.,u of

BEST COPY AtiftitABLE

rtaf fs to .the State Education Depart'- /
I

ViLual Center, and "Publications for

Avotiulr,. Special mtntfon is given
0

Guilderland Central School District

totian,for their kirk

possible.

.! under tlle diuction of ALBERTA C.

!Aucation.

Other m; arc of :*t-el.tion Department who gave generously

of their ti= in a cvn:...:1LaAL

CATHUIV. BAILEY, of 1!starch and Educational

THOHL:; fix TZGERA1D, As: .

LORD= FOL4Y, Asso:late,

VIED11:14.

BETZER, AF:17)ciat.-.

ROBELT JOHNSTONi, Chief, L.

TRAWL, YORRIS# A!;..='ciAtc.

PAULA 1:0LLINS, .

r

reau of a.:ading EduCation
0

..7,,t) of Eleentary Curriculum

, Bureau of Reading Education

7...11,6u of Educational Television

:c.c.0 of Elt,e.entary Curriculum

F.,:reau of Rnading Education,

..-,:au of ReAding Education,

ft
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The iden for the lnservice Rending Resource Kit for classroom teachers

was first conceived in the bureau of Rewiing Education in 1970. At that

time the need, to reach fur more teachers than is presently possible through

tnservice lc"cnl workshcpb or through the limited number of collegiate

#
programs available to a district became evident. This led to a decision

to (level,* a series of learning packages, for use by individual teachers

4 or by, svall groups of teachers, While they are designed to be self-

directed and self-paced, it is hoped that they will be used whenever

possible under the direction of a competent reading consultant or director

of curriculum. The first six packages completed in the. series deal

a

priraatily with diagnostic techniques useful in the classroom, the evaluation.

of the,approxinste difficulty of materies'and the organization of a

classroom to provide individualized instruction and thus fill the identified

needs 'of the learner.

I Mete packages are intended to serve as tools and to expand the

ce..ilty of the State Education Department to reach all teachers in Stew York

0
State concer ned with providing the highest quality of instruction. It Is

our hope that W..se materials, used in proper perspective and supplemented

by other means for improving the teacher's effectiveness in the classreom

teadieg progtnm, will enables the school districIs to implement the program.

proposed in the RegiatlEivlikaly,or No. 12, Rending, published in July.

1971.

e

Jcne Algozzine, Chief
Bureau of hte.dir4 Edvehtion
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INTR01=T1ON

Does ;tout ter:ehing staff need help in:

.-cout_Ittuctine 44%1 4Uministering diagnostic reading tests
rei.ding instruction

-.art.:mining the resdability level of materials
detlmining roling readiness of individual students
---testinr word lecocnition

deveraping cleanication ckills related to reading---such as those
found in listening

progvrms for students based on their abilities and
needs

'Do you find it difficult. if not prohibitive, to get the rime, facilities,
and resources r,eeded to provide such help?

4

The Inservice Rendinl Resource Kit provides low-cos, On-theiloh training
to assist clas.Irvom te,;c:rs in individualizing rendibg programs. Flex-
ibility is An importint feature of the multi-media approach. Since the
pingram is sAlf-adminiring and self-instructional, thettcacher can
schedule his own lea:111,1:s tim# and place, can adjust the materials and the
pace to fit his own we:, using Ai many or as few of-the components as
he cltooses. be only fc.cilities reded for the progrom lae,a esisette
playback rec;.-Irder, a pr.q1cil, working space, and either a16mrs firm pre-
jector or a cne inch lib tapeiolojector, preferably one which includei
a monitor.

Few bibliorrsphical references are included in the kit since they tend
to become-out dated ratlir rapidly e.nd lists may be interpreted as
restrictive. AdiAnistrAtors are urted to keep information about up -to.
data profession'al resovice materials readily available. The school Reading
Coordinator can suggest, specific materials on request.

E



Soli-Inraloetienol Inset-vice Reeaing Kit: A Resource for Developing
PlachIrtic.rrencriptivt: Technives in Clossroom Teaching of Reading'

Objectives for Use

...A.J.licOstiators and reading supervisors will be able to offer a resource
pecki.t to classrocm teachers to assist them in individualizing their
reLeiticz rrograpn.

...Adtrit,:straiors end reading supervisors will be able to plan a self-
in.t .vice reading course for classroom teachers.'

teachers will be able to use these multi-media packages
inf:,1,cur4clitly to develop expeitise in individualizing reading

inatturtion.

...The classroom teacher will be able to use the packages in this
retporee kit to instruct herself in:

...assessing 'student readiness for learning to read

...constructing, appropriate diagnostic reading instruments

...determining cuitable reading materials for students

...pteeeribing appropriate reading tasks and programs for students

...recording, reading progre maintaining records for students'

classroom management procedures appropriate to specific
etedc

Mt: IAervice Leading,Resource Kit ivintended to serve as a spring
boort4, twlping the clescroom teacher to diagnose studeptereading proficiency
and t(,,prPscr.ibe appropriate prcgrams for every child in a range of from.
belov-to-L4ovs-avercge achievement. It is` not meant; to be a clinical
instrum(nt. Intentionally, it evetdimplities techniques for diagnosis,
1-A16inr. to the thesis that ,as a teacher gains expertise, he will become
Lbw(' of cwistionn vhictt are raised by Specialists in the field, and will
pursue rr.phistica.td pluceduces at greeter depth than is undertaken in this
foundetler; stedy.
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OVERVIEW OF CONTENTS

Package 1 The Recogni tion of Readiness
(Beginning Rending Level)

This package deals with. means of determining a child's developmvtt in
mastery of the skills essential to learning to read. It provides a set of
axioms or generalization4 about the process of reeding, which should help
the teacher to identify the child's point of reediness. ..Suggestions are
given for certain tasks which will aid the teacher in prescribing appropriate
instruction to meet those needs. $:

Packnge II The Inf6rmal Reading Inventory'

This package explains how to construct and how to administer the
informal reading inventory which is a most useful instrument in providing
appropriate pincement for students in materials and in the reading shills
sequence. It helps diagnose atreggthi and weaknesses giving' the teacher
insight into the individual's learning needs. A video tape or, 30 mm film'
demonstrating procedures accompanies the package.

Package; III Diagnosis of Word Recognition

flats packtge goes into dttail in the techniques of testiag ward
recognition. Materials are suegisteq. Interpretations of zesults are
provided'aeguidelines for teachers. Actual test situations have been
recorded on cassette tape's.

Package.IV Assessment of bistening Skills

$

This package presents rterials for assessing the chilt's listening
comprehension level. Sample exercises, scoring devices, and samples of
qu4stion,technicues are included. This is the first of several pnrkags
dealing. with communication skills which are related to the reading procsi.
(The other packages are so be developed at a later time) .

Package V Classroop Ennagement

This package deals with three major concerns in classroom itianagem,,nt.
Section I focuses on data collection. The teacher learns !wit./ to organi;te
and use informatfo0 about students' reading skills. Section II deals with
classroom 'facilities.and staffing. Section III is directed` toward instruc-
tional procedures'

Package VI The Fry Readability Index

This paCkao i s a uorking'tnpe and study boolCto teach the Fry Ilead-
abillAy is onpof many uitthods used to determini a textbose
level of reading difficulty..

A

a
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Situation I -

//

4. Kit

BEST COPY .A11.111.ABLE

't
A beginnime, plempfltar livle Or PM

baekuound in Me Lf ' inr help in organiminf
her clas,roop.. The nrip.i.1
Resource Kit to heir att pti,,n,

itming it afror:choo li;: .

He asks hev,to Leep444,L 7.%
in improving her own effertiveutp.
teacher to'assist her in hr aLt

Situation 11

A" team of socgal Ftt.t.1 ttr

suitability of texttokA:, rot r .

schedules mertinzq for to u-.

determine the tc-adal-tlityei;ficv
resource kit how to dm i r c. rr . i t

instructfonal level. nv'f:

cipal a* to thc vildanre (Thec.
&reps. Recom.!:,,,re.stions hf:
included in the teport art f qjust..
and in groupin); iroceduie tfl pr

Si tuation. I II

they ,Ins'; 'vice 'Readtpg

Ips.1!y;-,%rtange a sebodulee for
01, onlwpdays each week,- f'

isny this Yesiturce'may-havi
elo.:,,711 and ask hpr reading

.

4.17 a rrhool is concerned with
department chairman

1:it and learn how to
the t xfs,. They learn from the
to .find the- students' reading

:;1: be rep.oted to the school prin-
t..,,harre,v!th truchrr. in other contemt

of materials will be
wJe In selection, of texts
inr..ttuction for the students.

The curileulm of . district has reported that there .
has bren no xectInt inservic er,ur rediLL fo4. its classzoom teacher's.
A surviy of need ano a.rtiolity Tef=chers in greatest need
of this serv!ce ore schedul,J entice- If:soot-co It by the 'ceding
supervisor. A salary.itle-re 1; , !-'%c! fox insL.rvice credit, according
to districtAplicyi when h tc'ch-t- r evidsic of satisfactbrily.
colpleting the course.'

Si uat!.on IV

A langauge-atts social -s.tudff.,- !, 1 of teachers on a secondary level
questions the Fuitsbility {.1- OA cu!,!..pluw fot tho low, average, and Above
.avetuge student t; in th NA-01. VI ;,-a,1;ng ootdinator sugtests,they use
a readability index on text:- radf,e}p14olvrtuly nntoria1. This 1'
furthrr study of the 171A'Iv;ce Rradin, Pcsouleo Kit:. Among other
the team detert:inVS'i aftr profltin;4 rtvOtnt test score
the above avernge segmevt fs ca.,-/Asle of stretched p
A survey- of riv,Ilidie_re!,ouir,s ,:lt.unity is teomm
The steam tonsttuLts a cursiculum 'tend' depth for t
.students,-utiiizirn: supy.st!Ps f;0.,; 11 p.pcYvkea of the kit in determining
needs and i:r.tc; oi,r,.tiutics for inf;#pendent stu,ly and
individualization.
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Inservice)Rading Resource Kit

PACKAGE IV

Assessment of Listening Skills
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INTRODUCTION

, In a3diti,,n to pividin thc backv,rc,unJ necossary for under-
standing the ideas and vocabulary found in reading materials,
listening skills are the foundation for the development of
the other communication skills: All of us, adults or children,
usually spend more time .listening, than speaking. Information
comes to us chiefly by listening.

"An evaluatiorr-of a child's listening ability can be an effec-
tive and dependable-ineasure of reading readiness. Evidence
that 4 child understands what he hears can be used to determine
hiSinstructiOnal revel.

This booklet has been designed to help you diag he listen-
ing cdpmpreherision needs of your students. .It n designed
for use with individual students; however, som esuggest-
ed procedures could be utilized in group situations.

The materials for assessing a child's listening comprehension
"have been organized in three parts.

1

I. Basic skills materials are found in this booklet,
Part One.

II. Sample listening exercises with scoring. devices are
found in this booklet, Part Two.

I. This booklet appendix contains sample grid sheets and
charts.

To begin your program, read this booklet Part One, "Intro-
duction and Basic Skills Materials." . iA



PART I

BASIC SKILLS MATERIAL



of a person's
time each day
is spent in

wasagfail110011001/011MINIgio

And of this 70



"if) is spent writing

is spent 'readiy;

30% is spent talking;

45% is spent LISTENING
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When these
sound inguts
are heard
a reaction
may result in
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this process 'continues...
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Sometimes,
howcvei, a block
intervenes
between the
in* essage..and
the receiver,

idaydreallis

isolates sounds

is interested only
in small details

does not get
personally involved

accepts words at
literal level only

does not make
inferences

avoids cues

likes to argue

does not relate new
data to past
eiperie ces or
lean gs

does not require
proof or evidence

is distracted easily
by outside
inflUences, affections
attitudes



r

NOTHING is
received:

and NOTHING
can be sent.
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GQ01) RECLIVEP:7, must 1A:! 4tncouraFed to devvlop rosiTvc
,

LISTENING HABITS.

A good listener should be able to:

1. Integrate what he hears with what he knows

2. sten with feeling and intuition

'3. L sten for the essence of things

4. Look for ideas and organization

5. Look for distortions and misinformation

A. Keep an open mind

7. Recognize cause-effect relationships

And use what he hears to:

1. Categorize facts

2. Compare data with past experiences

a4 Identify main idea and supporting details

4. Outline key points

5. Summarize speaker's Intent

'6; Use speaker4s ideas for inference and hypothesis making.

.:7. Make accurate judgments of speaker'smessage

8. Distinguich between fact and opinion

4

9. Interpret figurative language
I

-0
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ixt: vi re. mtr::: r,TEr; TO:

IDUTIrY SOUN1;

Task Cme: Identify sound heard
daily Ipeople talking, train
whistle::, car motor, wind, etc.)
in the student's school/area
environment. .

Task Two: Identify special
sounds-,-whistle, bell ringing,
banner tappihg, rapping on glass,
rubbimg sandpaper, blowing a
horn.

Task Three: Identify words which
EM17weeTt17 particular sound as, -

teacher proncunees them from
series..

FOLLOW DIPECTIC)NS

Task Ones Student is 'able to
complete a one-direction task;
for example, "Go to the window."

Task. Two: student is able to
complete a twc-or-more-direc-
tion task; for example;'_"Go to
the windcw. Pick -up the. book
about dinosaurs. Bring the
book to a particular person.
-Return hi;; bank to the window."

Task Three: Student is able to
'understand an implied direction.
The teacher :,ays, "Now it is
time for math ciars." Does the
student understand that he must
clear his desk and get ready
with the appropriate materials?
Does he undeuf;tand the direct-
tionc. that dt by

- stain common statement:i? .It is
time ler lunch:" "Next is read-
ing class." How does the stu-
dent react to such .;tatement.,.;?

et

ii.Aciaest
_

NOTE .SEQUENCE or mTATL:=

Task One: Read a simple two -or--Wt.c.p procec.o. Ask stu-
-ilent: "Diel such & such come ,

first or last?"

IDENTIFY VOICES

Task One: Use tape of sev-
eral adult voices. Have
student select teacher's
voice from group. Describe
characteristics of other
voices heard- -low voice,
squeaky, high-pitched, etc.

Task Two: Identity.voices of
c assmates either from a
tape or from behind a screen.

Task Three: Identify loca-
tion of sound (outside-in-
side, front-back of room).

NOTE SIGNIFICANT DETAILS

Task One: Read a.simple
statement. Follow this
reading with a direct recall
question. Statement: The
dog ran down the street.
Question: where did the
dog run?

Task Two: Read a _paragraph
al.oua. From among many
detailS select the most im-
portant and, question the
student for recall.

Task Three: Read a series
of sentences aloud. Ask .

students to repeat each sen-
tence. Then read sentences
again omitting key word. Ask
students to complete.

Task Four: Read a series of
worth, fi7Um a list, starting
with one word and increasing
the nuAer, asking the stu-
dent to repeat from memory.
Discontinue when a student
Misses two in a row.
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DISTINCWISH BETWEEN PACT AND

Task One: Prepare simple para-
graph of factual information.
Insert one sentence of opinion.
Read aloud and ask students to
identify opinion.

Task Two: Tape TV/Radio com-
mercials and ask students to
distinguish between fact and
opinion.

DETECT BIAS

Task One: Prepare a reading
about a young child. Use
loaded words. (Boy: lad,
tot, yvungster, brat, urchin,
.delinquent, etc.) Ask listen-
er how he feels about this
child.

Task Two: Read two descrip-
tions of a.wir ter day, one
favorable and one unfavorable.
Ask child to determine which
writer enjoys wintertime.

DRAW CONCLUSIONS

Task One: Read story aloud up
to conclusion. Ask students
to supply the conclusion.

Task Two: Prepare a reading
whose story line indicates the
character wanted to do some-
thing. After reading the open-
ing paragraph ask student lis-
tener what he wanted and why.
Then ask student to tell you
how the character wintry to
get what he wants.

DISTINGUIll BETWEEN FANTASY
AND REALITY

Task One: Read aloud a
selection and have students
respond to the question,
"Could this have really
happened?" Or "Is this story
real or make-believt?"

Task Two: Read astory.
Ask student to identify clues
which reveal that it could
not have happened.

MAKE INFERENCES

Task One: Before a
reading by the teac
cuss with students
experiences which a
ilar to those of cha

oral
er, dis-
ommon

sim-
acters

in the story. Or aft
story is read have st
listener relate this st
to his personal life.

nt
ry

Task Iwo: After reading a
selection aloud, ask student
to select from two state-
ments the one which is best
on the basis of the infor-
mation provided in the
selection.



Grid One RECALL

Questions for
Grade Level 5

1. According to the article when was American a tresure house

of great forests? Ans: at the time of its discovery.

(recall)

Where in the article ,did the author talk about people

"striking it rich?" Ans: at the end. (locate detail)

What two mouniain ranges did the article mention? Ans.,:

Appalachians and the Rockies. 'Cidentifying)
#

14'. How tall did the grasses on the plains frequently grow?

Ans: as high as a man. (recall)

5. Where in the article does the author say, "No other

country within memory has been blessed with such a

wealth." Ans: at the end. (locate)

6. Rcdwoods'grow to more than how many hundred feet high.

Ai's: 300 (identify) 4
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LOCATE MAIN IDLA!'; IDENTIFY A SEQUENCE OF IDEAS

.

Task.One: Read,paragraph
aloud, and from two state-
ments 1.:LA have prepared, have
student select the main idea.

Task Two: 'Read paragraph aloud,
and rf o m more than two statements
have students select the main
idea.

Task Three: Read paragraph
. aloud and have student tell
the main idea in his own
words.

IDENTIFY A SPEAKER'S PURPOSE

Task One: Read one sentence
IT677;veral times changing
stress and intonation. For
example, I'll go to the store.
I'll GO to the store. I'll
go tO the STORE. Askthe
student which entence sounds
like an answer to each of
these questions: Where? Who? .

What Act? Repeat, your reading
of the sentences.

IDENTIFY PERSUASIVE MATERIALS

Task One: Select two descrip-
Tr7F70agraphs modeled after
TV or radio commercials. Read
one' paragraph with emphasis.
Read other paragi"aph in dull,
listless voice. 'Ask student
which article he would buy and.
why.

Task TWO: Read aloud a com-
WWFMT7 Have students list
descriptive words used.

Task Three: Have students
change No. 2 above by changing
adjectives.

Task One: Prepare simple
paragraph of logical pro- '

gression; for example, one
describing a person doing
an act with which student
is familiar, like geiting
ready to go outdoors in the
winter. Put one action out
of order and ask student
to identify.

Task Two: Read-paragraph
Mich gives directions, for
ajemiliar sequenced task,
like pouring a glass of
milk. Ask student to
arrange acts in sensible
order.'

UNDERSTAND' IMPLICATIONS

Task One: Read a story .

aloud and ask students to
think about bow they would
dress the chars ter if the
'class were to m e the
story into a pla Or have
'them describe or d aw a pic-
ture of the sett an

Task Two: Read aloud a
story a personal
experience of someone.
Have students list similar
,experience which-they have
had. (Humorous, frIghtening,
etc.)



REACT Tn M201)

Task One: Read aloud to student
. a passage from literature and ask

him to determine the feeling.
How did the characters show their
feelings by the. sound they made?

Task Two: Read the same passage
[ two ways, with feeling and
with little feeling. Have
students identify the better
reading. Select obvious mood
pieces for this task.

REPEAT A MESSAGE WHICH IS GIVEN

. Task One: Read aloud simple
17177Fror numbers and have
student repeat what he hears.

Task Two: Read aloud simple
sentences and ask student to
repeilt what he hears. Move
from simple to more complex
sentences.

VIMIALTZE DEWRIPTIVE AND
DbAMATI C VA:ZACILi,

Task One: Have-students
.3,(114---:,1.fcr how they feel after

'hearing several sets of
sentences. Make one eec
sad, gloomy, drab; have an-
other set fbcused on happy
events, etc.

. Task Two Ask students to 7
illustrate a scene des-
cribed in a set of sentences
which the teacher reads to
him.

BECOME AWARE OF SPEAKER'S
pTYLE

Task One: Read three selec-
tions17 student one of
which is definitely in a
different style from the
others. As) student to
identify the par4traphs
which are similar in style.

Task Two: Play tape of
different speakers known

. to child. Ask child to
identify speakers.

FOLLOW SEQUENCE IN
DEMONSTRATION:

Task One: Out of sight of
TEWCETTA tape bell, pour
water, and thump desk. Have
student duplicate sounds in'
same order.

Task Two: Out of sight of
child, Effarpen pencil, rap
on door, dial phone, type
letters. Ask child to
identify 'sounds heard in
correct order.

tom

vs.
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EXERCISES AND
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To diagno:;c . an individual :ltudunt':; listening compre-
hension :4k. !Atould let 1 iv42 are'aLi of competency.
These area are:

1) recall - the student asked to locate, identify,
produce f rum memory facts explicitly stated
in the selection which has been read to him.

2) Organizing Information - the student is asked to
organize facts stated
explicitly in the selection.

3) Inference - the student is asked to use the ideas
frpm the selection to reach conclusions
or make deductions.

4) Generalization the student is asked to give an
idea of the Selection.

5) Judgment - the student is asked to attest to the
accuracy, acceptability, worth or
probability of the ideas expressed in
the selection.

It is recogntzed that there is a hierarchy of difficulty
within each of these areas, extending from simple comprehension
exercises to'complex tasks involving several of the areas.
For the purposes of this testing, tasks are kept simple.

Each of the above five areas can be tested through question-
ing after the student has heatd a prepared reading. For con-
-venience in working with this program, the above five areas- will
be called hereafter - -GRID I, GRID II, GRID III, GRID IV, and
,GRID V.

Make a set of selections and quest ons or each of the
,GRIDS, using the selections in Part Tw of this package, as
models. Start with a selection w s at the instructional
reading level of the average student with whom you work. For
each GRID provide additional selections which are at leastrtwo
years below this level of difficulty. When this assignment is
completed, you should have a set of twenty-five selections
(five for each cRIp).

Prepare a device for recording neores achieved by students
on the questions for the GRID selections using the form below
as a model. (Note that for GRID 1 you will need to list the
sub-skills in the left column.) You should provide extra lines
on the score sheet so that continuous progress can be recorded
as future testing is completed or so that, in cases of doubt,
you can record a second try cit the s.Ame level of difficulty on
the same date.

Duplicate your score sheet; so that you have a sufficient
supply for each level of difficulty in each GRID.
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Student Name

4.

N.,.
Device for Recording scores

on

Listening Comprehension Grids

Instructional Reading Level

GRID NUMBER AND TITLE

Date
Administered

4- -Gradi Levels

1Percentage of Accu-
*--racy in Response*--).

Name of
Skill

To diagnose a child's listening skill on a5Kof the GRIDS,
proceed as follows:

1. Select the GRIp needed to test the competency in
question.

2. Start with the selection which is at the instruc-
tional reading level of. the student being. tested.

3. Read the selection aloud to the child. Ask the
questions following the reading,' and tabulate the
resulting score or his responses on the GRID score
sheet. (NOTE: If the child has difficulty at
the levelchosen, try easier paragraphs. (Difficulty
is indicated by 80 percent or less comprehension.)

Repeat the. process until a level is reached where
comprehension of 80 percent or better is achieved.

5. This determines the competency of the student in the
particular comprehension skill; it also determines
the level of difficulty for his continued instruction.

6. The program prescription for the student should con-
sist of similar exercises at the level in which We
demonstrates 80 percent proficiency, or better.



Grid One °RI:CALL

Student should be able to recall details, locate and identify them.

-Example:

Taken from:
Follett

1,1iilnrimilLI,LL.thlilitilELJFILIJIme by. Elizabeth Vrecken,
VEdisIUnkraVin3rChiaaggS,11TirCois, 1959.

One day Bobby hopped into the living room. "Look, Daddy,"
he said. "I am Peter Rabbit."

Daddy laughed.

Hoyt did the boy go into the living room? Ans: he hopped
treca ling detail)

1

2. In wha rt of the s ory it tell you that? Ans: first part

(locating detail)

3. What was the boy's name? 'ns: Bobby (identifying)

PROCrDURE:

1. Select a graded reading 'and prepare questionp to take into .

account the three sub-skills mentioned above.
2. Read the selection aloud to the studetn.
3. Ask the qiibstions following each reading.
4. Record the responses on the GRID scoring device.

1
Illustration of-Device for Recording Scores

. GRID. ONE RECALL

Grade Level .
.

Date 'N..- of
Administered ski is

Percent of Accuracy
,in response

1. Recall

2. Recall .

. 3. Locatt2.

4. Locate
. _

S. Identify
, Identify- .

Tota Percent Correct 411..
The number of questions would vary, with the complexity of the material
read.

he level at which thq student receives 80% or better is classified as
s listening grade level.
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Grid Om: ELCALL

i I t 1' x1 'Cli .1 I,MUnk

Grade Level 3.1

Taken from: HiEh by Johnson, Kress, McNeil, Hutchins
and Brown. Americ-al*book Co. , 1968.

Summer is a busy time for the blight -eyed little eastern
chipmunk. When the days are long and the sun is warm, he is
_busy getting food for the winter. For by the time of the
first frost, he must have his house filled.

The chipmunk carries the food to his house by putting it
into his pbuoher.. He does not fill on pouch at a time.
Fippt he puts, some food into the couch on the right side,
then some into the pouch on the left. When both pouches are
filled, the chipmunk runs off to the rooms in his burrow.

For his bedroom the chipmunk takes the lagest room in
the burrow. The bedroom and storage roori 're at the end of
a tunnel.

A tunnel opening is often hidden: It may be inside an
old.tree, or under a stone wall, or hidden under fallen
leaves. The 'tunnel is about 2 inches wide. The bedroOm,
which is lined with leaves and grasses, is about 1 foot square.

Grid One
Questions for

RECALL Grade Level 3.1

1. How does the chipmunk carry his food? Ans: in his pouches.
(recall)

2. When is the chipmunk busy getting food? Ans: when days
are long, when surf is warm (recall)

3. In what part of the story did it tell you that? Ans:
first part (locate)

t
.

. 4. What was often hidden in a chipmunk's tunnel? Ans: the
e..;

opening (identify)

5. In what part of .the story did it talk about frost? Ans:

first. part (locate)

6. What was the chipmunk's home called? ,Ans: burrOW
(identify)
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Grid Ulio. kECALL

The Treasures They Found

t

Grade Level 5

Taken bold Journeys, by Albert J. Harris, The Macmillan
Co., New-117rk, 1S7U.

I

At the time of America's discovery, our country was'a
y.vast treasure housL1 of fertile soil, great forests, and endless
l'grasslands ts'eming/ith wildlife. .America was an unknown.con -
tinent, blessed with just about everything a land needd to
grow into a great and powerful nation; Magnificeht forests
reached from the far forth down to what was later to be knbwn
as Florida. They stretched from the coastal water of the
Atlantic to the Appalachian Mountains and beyond.

More than 800 millicillacres were forests. In'thc e wo(ds
roamed moose, antelope, and deer. There were zoxe olves.
bobcats, and cougars. There were brown bears, bidet: b
and huge grizzlies.

On the sweeping 0.ains west of the Mississippi River, native
grasses frequently grew to the height of a tall man. Farther
westward, the long grass of the prairie lands gradually changed
to the short ii,riss of the dry country. Hew was the heartland
of the continent:'.Were was the boundless sea of grass that was ,
the food for the deer, antelope, and immense herds of buffalo.
These herds ma hive numbered from seventy-five million to more
than one hun 're,: million in the 180(4's.

f Farther west, 'the Rocky Mountains lifted their craggy
15e4ks high into the clear air. to form the backbone of the con-
tihent. .These, great peaks Stood guard over valuable resources
of timber, fur, and precious metals. Beyond the Rockies were
lands that would someday bring tremendous wealth in minerals,
crops, and cattle, Still farther west, along the Pacific Coast,
were unspoiled golden valleys and timberqd mountains. Majestic
forests of rodwc:)ds towered mere than.* feet into the air.
Here, in years to.come, great underground pools of oil would be
dis'coves.d.

This was America at the time the first colonists reached
our shores. it was riah, lush, and beautiful. Water, fertile
_soil, timber, furs, metals, minerals, fuels--all were to be
found in this wolderful New World. No other country within the
memory of man hid 'every been blessed with such a wealth of
natural retourees. Stirely many people who made their^way to
these shores were bound to "strike it rich."



Question's for

Grid One RECALL Grade Level 5

1. According to the article when was American a tresure house
of great forests? Ans: at the time of its discovery.
(recall)

0 .

2. Where irr the article did the author talk about people
"striking it rich?" Ans: at the end. (locate detail)

3. What two mountain ranges did the article mention? Ans:
Appalachians and the Rockies. (identifying)

It, How tall did the grasses oh the plains frequently grow?
Ans: as high as a man. (recall)

5. Where in the-article does the author say, "No other
country within memory has been blessed with sucn'a
wealth." Ans: at the end. (locate )4-. .

6. Redwoods grow to more.than how many-hundred Peet high.
Ans: 300 (identify),

tr

A
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Grid One RECALL Grade Level 7

My'Parachute Jump

.Taken from:6 Ex eriences lrn Readin. and Thinkin 1 by Spend S.
Center and Gladys L. Person, Th Macmillan Co., New York,-

' 1945.

There are many officidl rules d regulations governing
the use of parachutes. One must fir t obtain a permit from
the Air Ministry, and-satisfy them a to perfect physical
fitness by sending a'm2dical certificate. It is then necessary
.to- get into touch with one of the thee .well -known parachute
factories, and to perSuade them that one is the right sort of
person to use a parachute successfully and to be a credit to
their works. I was accepted by the parachute company with-
out difficulty, and they wrote to the Air Ministry asking for
my,permit,to come through at once. But the Air MiniF,try, like
official bodies, moves slowly, so I peppered them with letters
marked "Urgent," and even dared to ring them up. I was im-
patient; I had said I would jump from an airplane on a certain
day, and I meant to do it. They asked ,me over the phone if I
thought they were a public btnefit store, and I, rather rudely
said "Yes," but in the end they relented, and'mv permit came
through .for the very day I wanted it.

Grid One

Questi?efor
RECALL Grade evel 7

1. HOw many parachute factories are mentioned in the article?

Ans: 3 (identify)

What section of the article talks about getting a permit?
Ans: first part (locate)

3. From whom was the permit obtained? Ans: Air Ministr;y

(recall)

4. What kind of a certificate had to be sent to the Air

Ministry? Ans: medical (recall)

S. What section of the article talks about the author's
sending letters marked URGENT? Ans: middle- (locate)

6. When did the permit.to jump come to the author? Ans: on

the day he wanted it (identify)
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Shell Flow trc,

Grad

Cold e.t. al., Amerj.can
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Grid Two
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Questions for .-
ORnY:TZING INFORnTION Grade Level 2.2
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LI thin Litc: sh,-..at of :,,12:;;
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Grid Two ORCAN 1 Z I N CI IN FORMATION

The Family of the Sun

Grade Level 3.2

Taken from: Ideas and Imam by Johnson, et. al., American
Book Co., New York, 1968.

The earth belona to a family. The head of the family
is the sun. The family is called the solar system. The

earth, is a planet, and eight other planets are members of
the solar system.

Look up at the sky some clear night. You will see many
stars. Most of them look like tiny, twinkling dots, but on
some nights you will find one or two dots that seem bigger
than others. They shine with a steady light and do not
twinkle. They are planets.'

Grid Two ORGANIZING INFORitATION
Questions for
Grade Level 3.2

1. What is the head of the solar system? Ans: the sun

z. What members of the solar system are mentioned in the
first paragraph? Ans: planets and sun

3. How do you tell a planet from a star? Ans: Planets seem
bigger and shine with a steady light.

1



Grid Two

1/A

ORGANIZING INFORMATION Grade Level 5

Wired for Sound

Taken from: Kings and Things, Johnson, Kress, et. al., American
Book Co., New 'lurk, 1968.

The big buck deer that bounded out of the brush was
different from most tither deer in the forest. This deer was
wearing a collar! Hooked to a small radio transmitter on the
collar was a piece of stiff wire about two feet long--an
antenna. The radio was sending a signal, and on the other
end of the signal were a receiver and a scientist.

4 4,

Today, scientists are putting radios on all kinds of
animals from toads to grizzly bears. By listening to signals
transmitted from cne of these, radios, scientists can learn
more about the home range, movements and even the food of
animals,

Grid Two
Questions for

ORGANIZING INFORMATION f--...4 Grade Level 5

1. How did the deer get a collar'f' Ans: scientist put it on
the deer

2. What is the collar for? Ans: to hold a radio antenna
to send signals

3. Who receives the signals sent out by the antenna? Ans:
a scientist

4.: How are modern scientists learning more about animal
habits? Ans: by listening to the radio signals



Grid Three

413

INDERENCC

Humphrey

Grade Level 2.2

Taken from: Gold and Silver by Johnson, et. al., American
Book Co.7New York, 1368.

C

Humphrey shook his head. "It's not going to work," he
thought sadly. "An elephant is just too BIG to be a good
detective."

More than anything in the world, Humphrey wanted to be
a detective. He had been plansning for years. Planning and
waiting for the time he would be grown up.

"Well, I'm grown up now," he thought sadly. "But I'm
grown out, too. I'm too grown up and too grown out to be a
good detective.':

"No matter what I do, I can always be
T. go, I can always be heard. I walk on my
-my toes make noise. I hide behind things,
hide all of me.

seen. Everywhere
toes, but even
but nothing can

"Nothing can keep people from knowing it's not just P
tail behind them, but a full grown elephant."

Gri hree INFERENCE

How does Humphrey feel about being grown up?

What about growing up didn't Humphrey plan on?
out

Questions foi
Grade Level 2.2

Ans: sad

Ans: growing

3. For Humphrey, why did growing out keep him from being a
good detective? Ans: he would always be seen and heard

4. How did Humphrey act like a human being when trying not to
make noise? Ans: walked on his toes or hid behind things

4

Why didn't this work? Ans: even his toes make noise,
some of him always showed



r * Grid Three INFERENCE

The People Downstairs

Grade Level 32

Taken from: Ideas and ImaAcs, Johnson, et. al. , American Book
Co :4 New-774.k, 1968.

Jan and Danny and Mike Sherrill lived on the very top
floor of,an apartment house five

they
high. There were

lots of stairs to climb when they came in from outdoors,
but they didn't mind. From the top floor it was only a
few steps to-the roof. There was plenty of space to play up
there, and their mother had a good place to dry clothes.

Jan was nine years old, and Mike and Danny were seven
and five. On the fourth floor= in the apartmett right under
.the.Sherrilis, lived the little Flannigans. They had great
fun playing together.

Then ,one day the Flannigans moved zway, and some new
people moved in.' When Mrs. Sherrill stopped by to welcome
her new neighbor, she found out that the lady's husband
worked at night and had to sleep all day. And then, soon
after the lady's husband woke up, it was time for her baby
to go to sleep.

Grid Three
Questions for

INFERENCE Grade Level 3.2

1. Why didn't the children play on the street? Ans: more
steps down, traffic, plenty of space on roof

2. How do you know that the Sherrills and Flannigans were
good neighbors? Ans: they had fun playing together

How much older than her youngest brother was Jan Sherrill?
Ans. four years

4. Where did the new neighbors live? Ans: ,where Flannigans
used to, fourth floor, below Sherrills *

5. How do you think having the new family in the building may
affect the Sherrill children's lives? Ans: they may have
to play more quietly; they will not have playmates; they
may no be allowed to play on the roof any more



Grid Three INFERLNCE Grade Level 6
IMO

The Wall and Mr. Pemberton

Taken from: Launchings and Landings, Johnson, et. al., American
Book Co., New York, 1968.

Pemberton drew the collar of his wet-leather jacket closer
about his throat. The coat was brand-new and the best that
money could buy., So had been the guns and fishing rods and,
tent and all the rest of the camping gear that now lay at the

bottom of the stream. Or perhaps they were floating crazily
downstream to pile up on some distant bar. Perhaps someone,
would find the canoe, or one of his sleeping bags, anc3 start'a
search upstream. In this wilderness? It was a hope.,"

He remembered the way John Raincloud had looked at the
crisp. new outfit and then at him and smiled and said nothing.
Johnny, too, had been the best money could buy, the best guide
in Idaho, they had told Mr. 'Pemberton in the big outf4.tting store.
"He's a full-blooded Indian; raised in the woods. He's the
best there is, Mr. Pemberton, You can rely on him."

Grid Thrde INFERENCE
Questions for
Grade Level 6

1. Why did Pemberton draw his collar closer? Ans: 'cold

2. Why was this wilderness bad for rescue? Ans: very few people

3. What was Johnny Raincloud thinking when he smiled and said
nothing? Ans: he knew Pemberton was a greenhorn or not a
woodsman

4. What transportation were!the men using? Ans: canoe

5. Why were,the guns and gear underwater? Ans: canoe tipped

6. Why did the men in the store think Johnny was a good
guide? Ans: full-blooded Indian, -born in the woods
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Grid .Fpur GENERALIZATION Grade Level 3.1

.Fable
4,

Taken from: Beyond Treasure Valley, Betts and Welch, American
Book Co., New Yot'k, 19o3.

"You poor thing!" said the fox to a cat one morning.
"What do you know that is worth knowing?"

"Jilstone trick," answered the cat.

"What is that?" asked the fox.

"I know how to climb a tree when dogs are after me," said

the cat.

"Oh, is that all? said the fox. "I know a number of
tricks better than that. Come and I'll show you."

As the cat went with the fox into the woods, a hunter

came along. With him were four clever dogs.

The cat climbed a tree and sat where the leaves covered
her from sight.

.
"Now, Friend Fox," she said, "bring forth your tricks."

The fox did not know what to do. Hel,ran here and there,

but the dogs soon caught him.,

As he gave up, the fox called, "I might have saved my

life, but

Which of the following best completes this story:

1. I forgot that not all that glitters is gold.

2. I always know the right thing to do.

3. I didn't do. any one thing well.
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Grid Four GENERALIZATION rade Level 5

Welcome, Genius

Taken from: Bold Journeys, Cartier, et. al., Macmillan, New
York, 4f66.

One of the largest waves of immigration to American came
just before the Second World War. At that time, thousands of
Germans fled their country because of persecutions there.
Many German scientists chose to mak the United States their
home.

Among these was Albert Einstei \, one of the greatest
physicists and mathematicians. When Einstein arrived here in
1933, he was already the leading mathematician and physicist
in the world. His theories led to the devlopment of atomic
energy and helped to make possible our,exOloration of outer.
space.

Einstein's Interests, however, were not limited to science.
He spoke out strongly on all subjects dealing with the rights
and needs of men. "As long as I have any 'choice," he said,
"I will stay only in a country where liberty and equality of
all citizens is the rule."

Grid Four
Questions for

GENERALIZATION Grade Level 5

What is the main idea of this selection?

Ans: The United States gained the citizenship of a great
man (Einstein)
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Grid Four GENERALIZATION Grade Ltvel 6

Crystals All.Around You

Taken from: Into New Worlds, Harris, et. al., Macmillan, New
York, 1966. J

When you grow, your body is growing from inside. The
nutrients in the food that you eat are carried by your blood
to all the tiny cells that you are made of. This enables the

tcells to multiply so that you grow taller, broader, and stronger. -

Crystals grow differently. They grow from outside. The only
way for a crystal to grow for the right kind of atoms and
molecules to reach its surfaces and fit themselves into the
same pattern of order the tiny "seed" crystal has.

Two things are absolutely necessary for atoms and mole-
cules to get into the ordered places that build a perfect
crystal- -time and freedom. The tiny particles have to be able
to move freely enough so that they .can get into their places
on .ths,crystal surface. And they must have enough time to do
this

Grid Four
Questions for

GENERALIZATIONS ""'" Grade Level 6

What is the main idea of this selection?

Ans: Crystals grow by having the right kind of atoms and
molecules, time and freedom to fit themselves into
the right pattern on the surface of a smaller crystal.
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Grid rive JUDGMENT Grade Level 2 1

Seeds

Taken from: Far and Away, Johnson, et. al., American Book -

Company, New York, 1968.

Would you ever.plant a penny, a rock, or a toy? You know
they would never grow. But plant a seed, and it will do what
the penny, the rock and the toy can't do. The seed will.grow.

Where do seeds come from?. Let's see if we can find out..

A flower krows old. Whet it does, the petals fall off.
When the petals fall, you can see ,inside the flower. This is
where the flower seeds grow.

Grid Five
Questions for

JUDGMENT Grade Level 2.1

1

1. What proof is there that a penny, a rock, or a .y is

seed? Ans: none of them can grow

2. In your opinion, what does the word thi inthe last
sentence refer to? Ans: inside theMwer

3. Why do you think that you can't see thp seeds in a new
plant? Ans:',_because-the petals cover them up

4. Is what you have read in this selection true or make
believe? 'Ans: true

al



.Grid Five JUDGMENT Grade Level 3.1.

Indian Sr.loke Signals

Taken from: High and Wide, Johnson, et. 41., American Book Co.,
New York, 1968.

The Indian sent signals with smoke. First he made a
small fire and threw some grass over it . e grac- made the

1Ifire smoke. When the fire was smoking, the ndlan^held his
blanket over the smoke. By moving the blare et ut, and down.
the Indian could make the smoke go up in long or short puffs.

All the people of the tribe knew the mea ing.of the
.
different puffs of smoke. Some of the signal were danger and
warning signals. Others called a council m ting. Still
others called the tribes together for war. Others told of
peace.

Grid Five
Questions for

. JUDGMENT Grade Level 3.1

1. Why did the Indian move his blanket up and down? Ans:
to send up signals

2. Why did all of the people of the tribe have to know'the
meanings of the different puffs of ,smoke? Ans: to
understand what was being said

3. Where do you think the Indian was when he built the smoke
signal fire? Ans: where the tribe could see the signals

'4. How do you know that the people of a tribe might not live
in one area? Ans: the signals were sometimes used to call
them together.



. Grid Five JUDGMENT . Grade Level 5
t

Out There

Taken from: Kings, and Things, Johnson, et. al., American Book,
Co., New York 1968.

If you could bounce a handful of rubber balls around in-
sOde a globe the size of the earth, the' chances of any,;:two
coming together would be a billion to one. The odds an a
speeding spaceship being struck by a meteor are roug
similar, but it can happen. It did! To ate!

Jimmy and I have been out for nearly four months,
mining equipment to Pluto, that distant lonely world on the
edge of deep space. Now we are homeward bound.

`d Five JUDGMENTS
Questions for
Grade Level 5

1. What type of story is this? Ans: science fiction, make-
believe

What evidence tells you this is not an informative essay
on space travel? Ans: personal connection--"it happened
to me."'

3. How do you know from the story that Pluto is a planet,
rather than a satellite? Ans: it needed miring equipment,
it was called a lonely world.


